Fabbioli Cellars
Godfather Thanksgiving November Pairing
Glass Bottle

1) 2019 Chardonnay
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100% Chardonnay with notes of nectarine and vanilla on the palate
The Host: Salt & pepper turkey with cranberry goat cheese and fig slice on stone wheat thin cracker.

2) 2018 Chambourcin
Light bodied earthy red with mild spice undertones
The Pot Stirrer: Black forest ham with pineapple and sweet potato mash on Good Thins Simply Salt rice cracker

3) 2016 Bicoastal
Full bodied, savory red with plum, cranberry, herbal, and leathery tobacco flavors
The Newbie: Cheesy stuffing with a sour cherry spread

4) Raspberry Merlot 375 mL
Dessert-style red wine with merlot and red raspberries

All About the Family
As the season shifts and the leaves don their autumnal attire, our thoughts turn from the typically more carefree days of Summer
to more inward thoughts of home and family. While you’re enjoying this month’s tasting, we hope you’ll allow yourself to be transported
back home for a classic family Thanksgiving dinner. With that in mind, each of our pairings are inspired by one of the many fun characters
you might encounter around the table...

1) The Host (2019 Chardonnay): The unsung hero of any occasion, every gathering starts with The Host. Like a good host, our first
bite is sweet, welcoming, and not over-bearing. Salt & pepper turkey and stone wheat cracker give a savory counter-balance to the
sweet fruitiness of fig and cranberry goat cheese, serving as a wonderful accompaniment to the subtle complexity of our
2019 Chardonnay.
2) The Pot Stirrer (2018 Chambourcin): Every family has one (heck, maybe you’re The Pot Stirrer in your family). They might be a
bit controversial, but they also keep things fun and often our most vivid residual memories revolve around Pot Stirrers. Our second
bite might remind you of a certain controversial food topic, pairing the sweet, salty, and savory flavors of ham and pineapple with a bit
of sweet potato mash (all on a rice cracker) for a festive nibble that demands attention.
3) The Newbie (2016 Bicoastal): Sometimes Thanksgiving can be a time for surprises and new beginning, like when a relative invites
their new significant other to be introduced to the family. But if you keep an open mind, you might just find that The Newbie fits in
better than you expected, like the sweet addition of sour cherry spread to the traditional cheesy stuffing found in bite number three.
4) The Peacemaker (NV Raspberry Merlot): No matter how much we may love our family, we all know things can get tense
around the holidays. That’s why everyone is thankful for a Peacemaker who is always ready to step in and keep things light and sweet,
just like the simple refined pairing of Dove dark chocolate with our crowd-favorite Raspberry Merlot.
5) The Sweet Talker (NV Pear Wine): Another unsung hero, The Sweet Talker just wants everyone to hold hands and sing
Kumbaya. Sweet Talkers remind us focus on celebrating the present, and that holidays are meant to be joyous occasions. In their

